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LEDPLM2436/LEDPLM3436/LEDPLM4836/LEDPLM6036/LEDPLM7036

LEDPLM2436 24"Wx36H 110V 72W 2770 5000K 50,000

LEDPLM3436 34"Wx36"H 110V 102W 3280 5000K 50,000

LEDPLM4836 48"Wx36"H 110V 145W 4020 5000K 50,000

LEDPLM6036 60"Wx36"H 110V 180W 4630 5000K 50,000

LEDPLM7036 70"Wx36"H 110V 209W 5130 5000K 50,000

Please read these instructions carefully before starting installation and 
keep in a safe place for future reference. 

It is recommended to use a qualified electrician for all electrical wiring 
procedures. 

Please turn off all power to site prior to installation.

Check the contents of the package carefully before installation and 
disposal of packaging. 

Mirror must be wired directly to a dimmable wall switch to operate the 
dimming feature on the mirror. 

Mechanical switch located on the bottom of the mirror must remain on 
when operating the mirror with the wall switch.

The defogging feature will deactivate when the mirror is dimmed.

When using an electrical furnishing, basic precautions should always be 
followed, including the following:

Read all instructions before using this product.

DANGER – To reduce the risk of electric shock:

1. Always suspend power to mirror before servicing the item if service is 
needed. 

2. Close supervision is necessary when this mirror is used by, or near 
children, invalids, or disabled persons.

3. Use this furnishing only for its intended use as described in these 
instructions.
Do not use attachments not recommended by Arpella.

5. Never operate this furnishing if it has a damaged cord or plug, if it is not 
working properly during testing, if it has been dropped or damaged, or 
exposed to water. 

6. Keep the cord away from heated surfaces.

7. Never drop or insert any object into any opening in the electrical box.

8. This product is not intended for use outdoors.

9. To disconnect, turn all controls to the off position, then suspend power 
to the mirror. 

″WARNING: Risk of Electric Shock – Connect this furnishing to a properly 
grounded outlet only. See Grounding Instructions.

Please Read Before Installation IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTION
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Mechanical ON-OFF Switch

 Bracket

Wire

Wire Green( ) Fixture Wire Green( )

Wire White(N) Fixture wire white(N)

Wire Black(L) Fixture Wire Black(L)

Wiring from light fitting
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